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Implementation of CSR audits of Tier 1 suppliers and improvement actions
Regarding CSR audits for suppliers with which business is undertaken, based on the Mizuno CSR procurement regulations we

implement regular (every three years or every five years for a superior factory) monitoring (CSR audits) of compliance with the

contents of the Mizuno Code of Conduct for suppliers for about 163 factories, which constitute our main contract manufacturing.

Monitoring consists of on-site inspections, document examinations, and interviews with employees, usually with multiple

auditors over the course of one day to several days. We use a common monitoring sheet based on ISO 26000 to confirm

compliance, classify the audit items into three stages known as Critical, Major and General, and adopt the point addition method

in implementing the audit. As some audit items are not applicable owing to the nature of the facilities, we show the percentage of

the points earned against the total points for the applicable items. If any problems are found, we consider the appropriate

improvement action together with the factory, and then implement a follow-up audit six months later in the case of an evaluation

of C or below. In FY2018, we audited 33 factories.

Flow of CSR audit

11．．OpeningOpening

meetingmeeting

22．．On-site inspectionOn-site inspection 33．．DocumentDocument

examinationexamination

4. Interviews with employees4. Interviews with employees 5. Closing5. Closing

meetingmeeting

Using the Mizuno

Group CSR

Procurement

Guidelines, auditors

from Mizuno

explain the purpose

of the audit and the

auditing schedule to

the plant manager,

the staff in charge

of HR & general

affairs, the head of

the labor union, etc.

The auditors inspect

the factory and

occasionally ask

questions of the

responsible staff. In

addition to the

manufacturing sites,

the auditors also visit

a dining room and a

dormitory to check

safety, hygiene, and

the employees’ living

environment.

*All buildings are

targeted.

The auditors check

documents to confirm

the presence/absence

of child labor, working

hours and wages, types

of social insurance

available,

documentation about

the facilities and fire

safety measures, and

whether or not

environmental

monitoring is being

conducted.

The auditors ask the employees

about their working hours,

holidays, wages, health

examinations, etc. After the

interview, the auditors

crosscheck their answers

against statements made by the

management and the contents

of documents. The auditors also

confirm that the plant is free

from sexual harassment,

discrimination, or abuse of

employees.

At the end of the

audit, the

auditors inform

the factory

management of

the results, and

discuss

improvement

plans with them.

Mizuno sends

detailed

evaluation

sheets to the

plant at a later

date.



Actual performance of CSR audits in FY2018

Number ofNumber of

manufacturingmanufacturing

factories(*1)factories(*1)

AuditAudit

targettarget

Number of auditsNumber of audits

executed in 2016executed in 2016

（（referencereference））

Number of auditsNumber of audits

executed in 2017executed in 2017

(reference)(reference)

Number of auditsNumber of audits

executed in 2018(*2)executed in 2018(*2)

JapanJapan 107 53 11 7 4

ChinaChina 145 47 17 24 17

KoreaKorea 14 1 0 0 0

TaiwanTaiwan 19 7 0 0 0

IndonesiaIndonesia 19 10 3 3 2

VietnamVietnam 49 21 8 4 3

ThailandThailand 10 8 4 2 1

PhilippinesPhilippines 3 3 1 1 0

MyanmarMyanmar 10 5 0 1 3

CambodiaCambodia 7 1 1 1 0

OthersOthers 26 7 3 0 3

TotalTotal 409 163 48 43 33(*3)

*1：The numbers of manufacturing factories are as of April 2018. We changed the conditions to be subject to CSR audits from

FY2016.

*2：Mizuno is executing audits for main factories to make a round every three years, but for some superior factories it is every

five years.

*3：Including CSR audit in advance for new candidate manufacturing factories.

One of the conditions subject to CSR audit
Mizuno adds its own perspective based on the World Governance Indicators published by the World Bank, and if the factories are

located in countries that are considered to have high human rights risks, the factories must have a CSR audit on a regular basis.

This work is reviewed annually based on the latest World Governance Indicators.

The factories are exempt from a CSR audit if they are located in countries that are highly ranked in terms of indicators such as

Voice and Accountability, Political Stability and Absence of Violence, Government Effectiveness, Regulatory Quality, Rule of Law,

and Control of Corruption.

Although the factories in Japan are exempt from a CSR audit, Mizuno conducts CSR audits for factories that employ foreign

technical intern trainees based on related human rights concerns.

The sixThe six

indicators ofindicators of

governancegovernance

Definition of indicatorsDefinition of indicators

Voices and

Accountability

the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well as

freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media.

Political Stability

and Absence of

Violence

the likelihood of political instability and/or politically-motivated violence, including terrorism.

Government

Effectiveness

the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from

political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the

government's commitment to such policies.



Regulatory

Quality

the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and

promote private sector development.

Rule of Law the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the

quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of

crime and violence.

Control of

Corruption

the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of

corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests.

Main monitoring items
Mizuno mainly audits the following items. The audit items are classified into three stages known as Critical, Major and General,

and each stage’s points receive a different weight. As the audit items of each audited factory’s facilities differ slightly, the total

audit item points are shown as percentages.

Audit items and average score（FY2018）

AverageAverage

Human RightsHuman Rights Child and Young LaborChild and Young Labor 99%

Forced LaborForced Labor 100%

Freedom of AssociationFreedom of Association 94%

DiscriminationDiscrimination 100%

Disciplinary PracticesDisciplinary Practices 99%

Labor PracticesLabor Practices Working HoursWorking Hours 81%

CompensationCompensation 90%

Health and Safety Health and Safety Management SystemManagement System 95%

Health and SafetyHealth and Safety＞＞Occupational Health and SafetyOccupational Health and Safety 92%

Health and SafetyHealth and Safety＞＞Machinery and EquipmentMachinery and Equipment 67%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞ElectricityElectricity 90%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞ChemicalChemical 76%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞Fire SafetyFire Safety 73%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞First aidFirst aid 78%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞Drinking water, wash basin, and rest roomDrinking water, wash basin, and rest room 96%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞KitchenKitchen 91%

Health & safetyHealth & safety＞＞DormitoryDormitory 96%

Environmental PracticesEnvironmental Practices EnvironmentEnvironment 88%

OthersOthers Audit cooperation attitudeAudit cooperation attitude 100%



AverageAverage 90%

Average evaluation points by country

Non-conformities with the requirements of human rights
The table below shows the details pointed out in the audit in FY2018 in the five items such as child labor and underage labor,

forced labor, freedom of association, discrimination and disciplinary practice that belong to human rights category and the

correction status for them.

ClassificationClassification RequirementsRequirements CorrectionCorrection

Child and

underage labor

Does the factory register all young workers at the factory with the local labor

bureau?

Complete/1

Does the factory arrange health checks for all of its underage workers? Complete/1

Forced Labor Do all workers sign employment contracts with the factory according to the legal

requirements?

Incomplete/1, to

follow up

Freedom of

Association

Do the workers have the right to form and join workers’ associations that are

acknowledged by the management?

Incomplete/2, to

follow up

Discrimination N/A  

Disciplinary

Practices

Are the disciplinary rules fair and reasonable, and do they meet the legal

requirements?

Complete/1

Compiled data of evaluation for CSR audit results
Mizuno evaluates CSR audit results using four grades by scored evaluation index. An evaluation of A is given for 90 and more, B



for 80 and more, C for 70 and more and D for 69 and less, or when child labor or forced labor is found.

Percentage distribution of four evaluations in FY 2018

Improvement situation for manufacturing factories where violations were confirmed
Multiple noncomplying items
The following items received low evaluations in the audit, such as machinery and equipment (health & safety), working hours,

compensation, fire safety (heath & safety), chemicals (health & safety), first aid (heath & safety). Specifically, we found

nonconformities in the following items: did not install adequate guards or devices for moving/rotating parts of machines, long

periods of work such as overtime or holiday work, did not provide social insurance that met local legal requirements, did not

store hazardous substances safely and securely, did not maintain the fire safety equipment properly and others.

Overall status of Non conformities

RankingRanking ClassificationClassification RequirementsRequirements Percentage ofPercentage of

nonconformitiesnonconformities

1 Machinery and

equipment (health &

safety)

Are adequate guards or devices installed for moving/rotating parts of

machines, pulleys and belts or any other dangerous parts of

machines?

57.6%

2 Working hours Does the factory’s working hour policy meet local legal requirements? 48.5%

3 Compensation Are all workers provided with social insurance that meets local legal

requirements?

39.4%

3 Fire safety (heath &

safety)

Are exits and fire exits identified with signs or indicator lamps? 39.4%

5 Chemicals (health &

safety)

Are dangerous/hazardous substances stored safely and securely? 36.4%

5 Fire safety (heath &

safety)

Does the factory have a valid fire inspection certificate/license issued

by the local fire service authority?

36.4%

5 Fire safety (heath &

safety)

Are fire-extinguishers, fire-hydrants and fire-alarms clearly

accessible?

36.4%

8 Chemicals (health &

safety)

Are hazardous chemicals properly labeled? 33.3%

8 Fire safety (heath &

safety)

Are all site buildings structurally safe, inspected and have a

certificate/license issued by a local governmental authority?

33.3%

8 First Aid (heath &

safety)

Have selected workers attended first aid training? 33.3%

EvaluationEvaluation FactoriesFactories

AA 20

BB 13

CC 0

DD 0

TotalTotal 33



Status of correction for nonconformity items

*Status of nonconforming items in FY2018 as of May 20, 2019.

For Tier 2 and 3 suppliers
We give the top priority to Tier 1 suppliers of Mizuno that have a direct relationship with us, so we undertake CSR audits of them

regarding human rights, labor and the environment, and request them to correct noncompliance if necessary.

However, it is difficult to expand this approach to all Tier 2 and 3 suppliers, so we would like to focus on the high-risk processes

that may occur regarding the problem of human rights, labor practices, and significant environmental impacts. 

We identified Tier 2 and 3 suppliers that were considered to be high risk, such as plating of golf club iron heads, dyeing of

textiles, and leather tanning for baseball gloves and shoes.

In FY 2017, we visited a metal processing factory in Japan and a fabric dyeing factory in Thailand to determine the current state

of affairs.

In FY 2018, we conducted CSR audits at a plating factory in China, a leather tanning factory in Vietnam, a shoe upper materials

factory, and a rubber sole factory for shoes. Because only the upper factory for Vietnam’s shoes was evaluated at C, which is

below the standard, we are currently working to correct the nonconforming items.

Support in addition to CSR audits
Mizuno undertakes regular monitoring (CSR audits) on the compliance of the contents provided in the Mizuno Code of Conduct. 

Particularly in high-risk areas, we visit the factories to confirm their current status in addition to undertaking audits, and provide

advice if there is a need for improvements. When we visit the factories, we explain Mizuno’s thinking regarding CSR, and the

meaning of CSR. We do not want to enforce it unilaterally, but we hope that the factories understand its meaning and consent to it,

and then take an approach of cooperating with us. In FY2018, we visited sites such as sewing factories in Japan and Thailand, a

plating factory and a leather tanning factory in China.

Nowadays, many manufacturing factories of Mizuno products are located in Southeast Asia, and the situations in those countries

are changing rapidly due to their economic growth, as environmental problems and industrial disputes occur frequently. Due to

such social change, it is becoming difficult to find the ultimate solution to human rights, labor and environmental problems solely

by correcting noncomplying items in the CSR audits. We think it is necessary to concentrate our energy not only on the CSR audits

but also on capacity building, which develops the abilities of a factory going forward.

In FY2018, we held the CSR Procurement Seminar for our suppliers in Mizuno HQ as a capacity-building activity. Six participants

from four companies attended the seminar to deepen their understanding of the global trends of CSR and sustainability, the main

nonconformities in past CSR audits and how to bring about the corrections.

TotalTotal 140 100%

CorrectedCorrected 81 58%

Non correctedNon corrected 59 42%



Cooperation with IndustriALL and UA ZENSEN
In 2011, Mizuno signed the “Global Framework Agreement” with the International Textile, Garment & Leather Workers’

Federation (ITGLWF) (now IndustriALL), UI ZENSEN (now UA ZENSEN) and the Mizuno Workers’ Union in order to improve

human rights protection and the working conditions of workers in manufacturing factories. As a result of this agreement,

Mizuno respects the signatories as partners and undertakes the proper execution of the core labor standards (freedom of

association and protection of the right to organize, abolition of child labor, etc.) provided by the International Labour

Organization (ILO).

When an Indonesian shoe factory experienced a labor dispute in 2012, IndustriALL, UA ZENSEN and the Mizuno union visited

the factory to gain an understanding of the facts against the issues raised by the local labor union. As of today, we are still

working on understanding the situation and sharing recognition of the issues that remain unresolved by the local labor union.

It is possible to understand the issues fairly and respond effectively by cooperating with the representatives of international

labor unions such as IndustriALL and UA ZENSEN.

Cooperation with IPE, one of the environmental NGOs in China
In cooperation with the Institute of Public & Environmental Affairs (IPE), one of the environmental NGOs in China and its group

Green Choice Alliance (GCA), Shanghai Mizuno Corporation Limited attended the Green Supply Chain Forum held by IPE on 22

October, 2015. This Chinese NGO aims to minimize pollution in the hope of safeguarding public health and protecting the

environment. Mizuno continue to cooperate with them from 2012 by taking action with regard to any supplier that committed

an environmental violation or environmental inspection. They evaluated Mizuno as achieving 30th place of 199 brands in the

Corporate Information Transparency Index (CITI) reported by IPE and GCA as of May, 2017.

Mizuno CSR Procurement Seminar 

(Mizuno HQ Osaka in January 2018)

Global Framework Agreement Japanese (PDF:184KB)

Global Framework Agreement English(PDF:104KB)

https://media.mizuno.com/~/media/Files/com/csr/jp/2017/partner/audit/Global_Framework_Agreement_JP.pdf
https://media.mizuno.com/~/media/Files/com/csr/jp/2017/partner/audit/Global_Framework_Agreement_EN.pdf


Future issues to be addressed
We will promote corrective action after CSR audits of Tier 1 suppliers, as we recognize that it is very important.

If a factory is manufacturing products for more than one brand, the factory is sometimes obliged to undergo more than one

audit and respond to different requirements from each brand. At the request of such factories, industry groups and initiatives

are leading the measures in order to avoid duplicate audits and improve the situation. Mizuno also will study how to improve it

as well.

Although CSR audit can grasp the situation at the time of audit and the past situation by documents, it cannot monitor the

factory at all times. In order to complement the audit,　"Grievance Mechanism" is considered to be effective. We will study

how to respond to the setting of reception desks, multilingual support, and the weighting of problems
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